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Counterfeiting is one of the fastest growing crimes in the world. Companies and countries lose millions 

and consumers suffer from illness and even death because of counterfeit products. Holograms are 

diffractive optical devices made with laser technology which cannot be copied, or electronically scanned 

or duplicated by any known printing method. Over the years they have proven to be the best defense 

against counterfeiting that is why over 90 countries use holograms on their currencies.

We at Hira Holovision would like to introduce our self as an enterprise involved in the commerce of 

holograms and Holographic products. We are a renowned manufacturer and exporters of Holographic 

Seals. Security Hologram Labels, Holographic Adhesive Tapes, Holographic paper labels.

 It started with a vision to deliver solutions for clients to secure their losses due to duplicity and to protect 

their brands. These holographic products provide ideal solution for brand authentication and 

counterfeiters prevention. They are developed as per the international quality and standards.

We have got full membership of HoMAI for maintaining consistent quality throughout our business 

processes. With our customer centric attitude and in- depth knowledge of holographic market, we have 

been able to establish ourselves as a reliable entity in the international market. Owing to our market 

expertise, we have also attracted a large number of satisfied clients in both corporate as well as 

government sectors. Consequently, we are reckoned as one of the credible Hologram Manufacturers 

and Exporters in India

Hira Holovision offers hologram stickers and labels for a variety of security applications to protect your 

products, documents, event tickets, ID badges, etc. We provide superior quality security hologram to 

companies/industries that provide highest level of security to products, product packages or documents. 

This security hologram is self-adhesive tamper-evident holographic label that is widely used for brand 

authentication and counterfeiters prevention. 

Customize Holograms
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Hologram labels are not used only for security purposes. The vivid colors, captivating sense of 

dimension and inherent value of holograms, give you an endless source of inspiration for promotions. 

The presence of a hologram commands instant attention for your product or printed pieces. It also gives 

your product conversational value. Items containing holograms are also more likely to be saved by your 

audience

Our security holograms consists of  stock and custom hologram labels, tamper evident holograms, 

consecutive serial numbers, barcodes, hidden codes and other materials to produce a product which 

meets your security and budget requirements. 

A customer can also customize his hologram-

Our holographic security stickers also can have your company logo, your photo, your signature, 

product or special promotion a distinctive look, which will enhance your image.

Customized design holograms with your logo and company's name. To make good design and have

Laser hidden(covert) image, Micro hidden/Decoder image, Micro text, Kinetic elements, True 

Color/Photo/Figures, Flip-Flop/switching/multi-channel, kinetic flash light / flash dots, Random effect 

hologram, Fingerprint, Solid white, Invisible ink printing, Special cutting/security slits to enhance 

holograms security. It's good to combine several functions into a beautiful hologram.

Our hologram stickers come in variety of differentiation which completely matches individual 

requirements of business. We provide security hologram in sheet form as well as in roll form along with 

security hologram labels and security hologram stickers. We can also provide security hologram with 

sequential laser numbering. 

We customize all our products exactly as per customer's need. The shape, size, colors, application, 

prices, etc.

.

 enhanced security to improve holograms security.
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